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Head Teacher’s Comment
Welcome back and I hope you all had a good break. We certainly have come back with a bang
and are already appreciating the value of Positivity. Our whole school topic is Turrets and
Tiaras which is led through a quality central text. Each year group has shared elements with
you in their blog.
As a school we have been very fortunate in recruiting some strong, enthusiastic new staff. It is
testament to the school’s vision, ethos and practice that these professionals want to join us,
especially when we find ourselves in such challenging times nationally.
https://www.tes.com/news/hub/recruitment-crisis
However, I would like to reiterate our values of the school; respect, kindness and compassion.
It is not helped by the continued campaign led by a minority of parents/carers in pleas to
leave negative feedback on Parent View or Facebook comments and conversations. Existing
staff find these both upsetting and disrespectful to their dedication to the children and the
school, as well as to your children! Also, this is not the way to keep them, nor is asking
inappropriate and personal questions at a Meet the Teacher session.
On a positive note, I would like to welcome Mr Rostedt in Reception, Miss Bennett in Year 2,
Mrs Sanders in Year 5 and Mrs Ali in Year 6. We trust the community will embrace our new
team, further strengthening the improvements we continue to make as a school.
I have already seen some fantastic work in the classes on the new topic and look forward to
watching them develop.
Thank you to all the parents/carers that looked after the chickens over the Christmas break they are so much part of our school. Children are having a debate to add a new chicken to the
group. Watch this space to find out if they are successful!

Reception

Welcome to Merlin’s Magic School! Last Friday, we were sent a very important letter from a very
important Wizard called Merlin. He explained to us that he had a huge problem in his castle. It had
been overrun with dragons and no matter what magic he used to try and get rid of them, they weren’t
going anywhere. This is where we could help; he wondered if we could become wizards and help him
sort out his dragon issues. Merlin explained that he needed children who were marvellous learners, as
they would need to be able to read and write spells, use their science knowledge to mix brilliant
potions, use their maths to do lots of number work and of course know how to use their imagination.
Naturally, we jumped at the opportunity! The Bengal Tigers and Snow Leopards have worked
extremely hard this week doing all of these things and have really shown themselves to be wonderful
little wizards.
This week, we have practised our letter formation and phonics by writing our spells onto special wizard
paper. We identified shapes that were then used to decorate our magic hats; we designed and painted
our own magic cloaks; we mixed fabulous potions in the mud kitchen using a variety of natural objects
and we have even experimented with bicarbonate of soda and vinegar which was fun! The wizarding
world has a host of magical stories that we have read including How to be a Wizard, The Curious Little
Witch, The Magic Hat, The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, How to Outwit the Witches and Potion Commotion.
We have even learned four brand new songs: A Brand New Broomstick, The Wizard and the Dragon,
Everyone is on the Broom and Flying on my Broomstick.

Year 1
In Year 1, we have started our new topic of Turrets and Tiaras. The children have been really excited as
they found some artefacts around our school: a dragon’s egg, a shield, a bow and arrow and a model
of a dragon. We then went into the Imagination Studio where we pretended to be in a real life castle.
As a class, we have mind-mapped what we know and what we would like to find out about our new
topic. In English we have written our questions and have been using a question mark.
In Design Technology this half term, we will be planning and making our own models of a castle. We
have started to look at castles and what is needed to build them. The children have begun to learn the
different features of a castle and will be including what they have learnt in their plans over the next
few lessons.
The children have been working hard on following the values of the school as well as making the right
choices. This week, in particular, we have been looking at the value of Positivity and how we can be
more positive. An example that we have been encouraging is it is better to say “I can’t do it YET,”
rather than to say, “I can’t do it.”
Our Maths focus this week has been to find “one more” and “one less” than any given number. The
children are working extremely hard and we are very proud of all their achievements.
We look forward to a busy and exciting term.
Year 1 Team

Year 2
Happy New Year to you all! We hope you have had a lovely Christmas break and are looking forward to
the new term.
The children have settled back into their classes brilliantly and were eager to share some of the things
they did over their Winter break.
This term our Topic is called ‘Turrets and Tiaras.’ As the environment changes around them, the
children will be immersed in to the theme by seeing thee shields they completed at the end of last
term go up on display and by beginning to learn facts about castles in England. Each child has a shield
that tells them what they are working towards this term. When you next visit the school, please have a
look at our amazing shields display. To begin to develop our knowledge about castles, we followed a
step by step video of how to sketch a grand castle. The children thoroughly enjoyed this activity and
we hope they shared their pictures with you when they brought them home. There will be more
surprises happening this term surrounding our topic.
Our Value this month is Positivity and we have been discussing the phrases, “glass half full and glass
half empty” and what this means in relation to being positive. As part of their Learning Log homework,
children have been writing positive messages to help us begin our day in a positive way. Thank you for
your support with this.
We would like to welcome Miss Bennett to the team. She has started off the term extremely well and
the children have enjoyed getting to know her.
We look forward to a busy and exciting term!
Year 2 Team

Year 3
Year 3 children had a great end to 2018 and have come back refreshed and ready to learn. They have
thought carefully about their new year’s resolutions and goals, both academically and socially. This
week, they discovered some mysterious looking eggs in their classroom. They discussed which creature
they thought that the eggs may have belonged to and came to the conclusion that they were left by a
dragon!

The children have loved using collage techniques and experimenting with different art materials to
decorate pictures of dragons and help contribute towards creating a fantastic learning environment for
themselves. They have also been very enthusiastic when reading a range of poems all about dragons
and using expression, body language and actions to present these poems to their peers. This has
developed their confidence when reciting their work and enabled them to discuss which poems they
liked best and why. The children also enjoyed drawing pictures of a dragon that was represented
through a poem and identifying the key poetic language used in order to help them create the
representation.

This term we are focussing on the text “How to Train Your Dragon” which has already hooked the
children in to discussing the story, plot and events. Please could you encourage your children to discuss
the stories that they read with you and ask them to explain what has happened, using both coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. We have had great fun hot seating characters and
discussing their actions in class.

Year 3 have also started their music lessons this term which are delivered by a specialist teacher. They
have particularly enjoyed learning a song and playing the tune accompanied by a range of musical
instruments.

Year 4
We are really pleased to see the children refreshed and eager to learn already, and look forward to a
productive and engaging half-term.
Homework
Children have now received their Learning Logs for this half term. If the children have any questions,
please encourage them to come and speak with us.
Children are expected to know their times tables up to 12x12 by the end of Year 4. Please could your
child practise for short periods on a daily basis if they are not yet secure.
Full details of Year 4 objectives are now available on the website under the Year 4 blog.
https://www.downley.bucks.sch.uk/page/?title=Welcome+to+Year+4&pid=326
Irresistible Curriculum & Learning
This week, we have introduced the children to our new book as part of the Irresistible Curriculum for
the Spring term which is “How to Train your Dragon” (book 1 of 10). During this term, we will be
looking at setting and character descriptions, action and suspense writing, dialogue and explanation
texts. The children have sketched some scowling dragon eyes to start our new topic off.
We have started to learn about the Romans this term which will involve looking at the expansion of the
Empire to the UK and what life was like as a soldier. We will also be looking at the legacy of the
Romans in the UK. The children are welcome to bring in any books or supplementary resources to
share with the class.

Year 4 have also started specialist music sessions this term and are looking forward to developing their
melodic and harmonic skills.
In Maths, we are looking at equivalent fractions this week, and in the next fortnight moving onto
addition and subtraction of fractions with a common denominator and coordinates in the first
quadrant.

Year 5
Welcome back to School - Year 5!
Happy New Year for 2019 to you all and your families.
Year 5 have come back to school, ready to learn, and we are pleased to welcome our new teachers:
Mrs Sanders and Mr Tapping.
During the last weeks of the Autumn Term in Science, Year 5 carried out some group investigations
exploring the absorbency of different types of paper. Through some careful measuring, the results
showed that ‘kitchen-roll’ paper was the most absorbent. We are really pleased to see that the
children are coming up with their own ideas about how to improve their investigations for future use.
The children really enjoyed building a trebuchet and developing some Design and Technology skills. We
have explored the working parts such as the fulcrum, counterweight, axle and projectile, which in our
case was not rock, but a soft marshmallow!

Furthermore, we have finally finished reading ‘Outlaw’ and we reviewed our Project Books. Well done
to everyone – all the children should be very proud of their pieces of work. We feel that giving our
writing tasks a context has helped the children to explore more adventurous vocabulary and
demanding text structures. They even learnt a lot of spelling rules, grammar and punctuation skills
without even realising!

The children wrote thoughtful book reviews and their comments cemented the fact that it was an
excellent book choice for our ‘Into the Woods’ Project.
Our new project, again text centred, will be around ‘Beowulf’ by Michael Morpurgo. This fits in
beautifully with the history link of the Vikings and geography links to Europe and beyond!
May I end with a massive heart-felt thank you for all your cards and Christmas gifts received by myself
and Ms Grace last term.
Mrs J Richard

Year 6
Healthy, Happy New Year for 2019 to you all and your families. Thank you so much for your generous
gifts and good wishes for Christmas which already seems a long time ago!
Year 6 children certainly come back to school more than ready to learn and we have hit the ground
running. We are very pleased to welcome our new class teacher, Mrs Naila Ali, who will be working full
time. Mrs Lindridge will continue to work with us on Tuesdays to Thursdays every week.
This term, due to having an extra teacher for 3 days a week, the children have been divided into
targeted teaching groups for Maths. The groups are based on the scaled scores achieved in the
December assessment. The groups are flexible and will change based on future assessments. Mrs Lane
will support children in Mrs Ali’s group.
The current Maths focus is Fractions which is a vast topic. This will include: simplifying, comparing and
ordering fractions, including equivalent fractions. It will also cover changing improper fractions to
mixed numbers and vice versa. On Mondays and Fridays, there will be class Maths lesson with a
continued focus on arithmetic skills, as well as problem solving and investigations. In addition, Mrs
Scanlon, a specialist Maths teacher, is continuing to work with groups of children on a Friday. Again,
the focus for her groups will be Arithmetic and calculation skills and methods.
Our new project is entitled “Turrets and Tiaras” in line with the whole school curriculum approach. It is
again centred on a quality text and will be largely based on the Anglo Saxon story of ‘Beowulf’. There
are many different interpretations of this story and we will look particularly at the Michael Morpurgo
version. This story will provide the context for English and other curriculum areas. Learning Log tasks
for this half term will also reflect this with a study of Anglo Saxon England – building on knowledge
gained from Year 5’s History topic. We have introduced the project through a study of Anglo Saxon
“Old English” and the children have been fascinated to decipher what seems like a foreign language.

In 21st Century English this week, as well as spelling assessments and reading tasks (both group and
individual), we have talked to the children about Writing and how it is teacher assessed. We have
shown the children the end of Year 6 Writing Assessment Framework and how teachers use this to
measure if a pupil is working at Year 6 standard – or working towards this standard or working at
greater depth. I have attached a copy here (the child friendly version) for your reference. From this,
you can see that to be judged as a Year 6 writer, or working at greater depth, the expectations are
considerable. The grammatical terminology it contains reflects the SPAG curriculum that we are
revising and teaching currently.
In Science, we continue to think about “Humans and Other Animals”. This week we have started an
activity where the children will be measuring pulse rates before and after physical exercise. In the
future, we will also thinking about the body’s digestive system and healthy eating.

The Year 6 homework routine for this term has been explained to the children in detail and they have
now received a new homework diary to help them organise their tasks. It is essential that they have
their homework folder in school every Monday and Friday. The routine is a continuation of last term’s
pattern with some extra features:
Monday (as last term):
 Times Tables test: Times Tables Rockstars practice is needed – at least 3 times a week.
Some children are on specific target tables (both multiplication and division facts) and others are
practising across all the times tables from 2-12x.
 Spelling test: New word lists and activity sheets (usually based on different patterns and
following a class investigation) are given out to be returned and tested on the following Monday.
Please note that the words given are based on National Curriculum requirements for Year 6. If
children do not know the meaning of some words, part of the homework is to find out using a
dictionary in order to develop their vocabulary.
 Reading Records are collected in. (Please note the change from Friday last term.) All children
are asked to read with an adult at home at least 3 times a week.
Friday (as last term):
 Mathletics tasks are assigned weekly to be completed by the following Friday – spend up to 30
minutes minimum a week. We think we have cracked this finally!)
 Learning Logs – a weekly task shared in class every Friday.
**New and extra this term**:
Please be aware that we will be using CGP booklets in weekly Grammar, Punctuation and
Spelling homework tasks, as well as Maths homework tasks. These booklets contain SATs style
questions – to be completed at home, either independently or with support, and then
discussed in class on the following Friday. For use of both booklets, specific tasks or page
numbers will be set on a Friday (alongside Learning Logs) to be completed and returned by the
following Friday.
PLEASE NOTE THAT we will tell the children exactly which Grammar and Maths tasks we want
them to complete each week. Do not ask your child to complete other tasks, working through
the booklet. This should be noted in homework diaries.
It is vital that children get into the routine of keeping the books they need (Learning Logs, CGP books
plus Spelling List book and Reading Records) in their homework folder. We would advise that these are
kept in school bags so that children always have them when needed for lessons on a Monday/Friday.
Thank you for all the support you are providing with homework. Last term’s Learning Logs, in
particular, were sensational. We cannot wait to see what the children do this term! Thank you also for
reading this. You will gather that the term ahead will be very busy and we will keep you informed of
our progress through the fortnightly newsletter and class webpage.
Thankfully, the Value of the Month is Positivity … This week the children designed Positive Thinking
Caps that contained powerful words, phrases and expressions. Please ask them to share some with you
at home. We also considered motivational quotations, including: “We can complain because rose
bushes have thorns; or rejoice because thorn bushes have roses.” Abraham Lincoln
A positive note on which to end!
The Year 6 Team

To write Towards the Expected Standard - I make sure:
All my sentences start with a capital letter.
My statements and other sentences end with full stops.
My question sentences end with a question mark.
My exclamations end with exclamation marks (including How &
What sentences).
Paragraphs are used to organise main ideas.
Commas are used in a list (including adjectival lists).
I have used appropriate descriptive words (adjectives, synonyms, adverbs) in my
stories to help describe settings and characters.
I have used appropriate features (structural devices) in non-narrative writing to
help the reader, e.g. headings, sub-headings, bullet points.
I have written for a specific reason, and the purpose is obvious.
Contracted words contain an apostrophe to show omission, (letters removed)
e.g. don’t = do not / you’re = you are / it’s = it is.
Spelling is correct, especially for words in the year 3 and 4 lists. Words in the
Year 5 and 6 lists are attempted and mostly correct.
My handwriting is legible (it is clear and easy to read).
BONUS: My text begins and concludes appropriately: shows cohesion.
To write at the Expected Standard - it is also evident:
I am aware of my target readers and have selected appropriate language for
that audience (e.g. first person in a diary & direct address in persuasion).
I have appropriately described the atmosphere in my narratives (e.g. I’ve used
adventurous synonyms and antonyms of more common words to create
detailed atmosphere).
Dialogue uses “inverted commas/speech marks” to mark the exact words
spoken and helps explain/convey a character and move the action along in
narratives.
Appropriate vocabulary and grammar has been chosen to express the level
of formality and meet the requirements of the piece (e.g. contractions in
dialogue, passive verbs in arguments, modal verbs for degrees of possibility in
articles).
Adverbials are used in sentences to explain how, where or when something
happened (they are adverbs made up of more than one word) they also help give
clarity to other related sentences, and assist with joining ideas within and across
paragraphs (cohesion).
Some coordinating conjunctions (and, but, or) and simple subordinating
conjunctions (if, that, when, because) are used to join main clauses in some
sentences to create cohesion.
Adventurous synonyms of more common, previous words are used to build
cohesion across the writing.
The tense of my writing is clear and consistent with correct verbs - the verbs
‘agree’ to create clear past, present and future tenses.
I have used pronouns to refer to previously mentioned things.
Commas are used between adjectives, to show pauses, and to make the
meaning of each sentence clear.
Various punctuation including: colons, semicolons, dashes, hyphens and ellipses are used mostly correctly.
Spelling is mostly correct for words in the Year 5 and 6 lists, and I use
a dictionary to check the spelling of my adventurous, ambitious words. Proper
nouns are capitalised.

Peer
Self
Assessment Assessment

My handwriting is always readable; I can write at speed and maintain regular:
spacing, letter size, formation.
My writing has a clear purpose, and it is suitable for the intended audience (e.g.
my instructions are clear and can be appropriately followed).
BONUS: A range of different conjunctions are used, sometimes in different
parts of the sentence: beginning, middle or end.
>in addition, alternatively, consequently, meanwhile, as a result, similarly,
nevertheless, on the other hand, e.g.<
To Write at Greater Depth - I must have also:
Marked apostrophes to show possession “The girls’ bags covered the
school’s books.” (and omission “It’s hot, didn’t you know?”)
Appropriately controlled shifts in levels of formality – by choosing precise
vocabulary, and changing sentence structures – using standard or non-standard
English depending upon the purpose of the piece.
Overall, I have drawn from the models of writing we have studied to make my
writing effective:
it has the appropriate features and form,
it communicates a clear purpose;
it speaks to the target audience;
it makes sense as a complete joined up piece;
it stays on the topic throughout.
Made clear the different language features of speech and writing. For example,
in speech: words may be more often contracted; it may
be more or less formal depending upon the purpose; some grammar differences;
speech may also include colloquial expressions that are less likely in writing.
Included colons and semi-colons to mark the boundaries between independent
clauses.
Used all KS2 punctuation correctly used including ellipses of expected words to make meanings obvious and avoid any confusion, making my communication
clear and coherent.
BONUS: Sentences are different lengths and start in a variety of
ways (with verbs or adverbials) and often multi-clause. I include some 1, 2 or 3word sentences (using imperatives).
BONUS: I use multi-sensory writing: I refer to touch, taste, sound, smell
and sight, and express clear emotions through behaviour or action.

General Information

We raised £240.65

We raised £ 65.68

The School Office
REMINDERS
Safeguarding
In order to ensure the safeguarding of all pupils, we ask that all visitors report to the School Office
when arriving on site. Please do not enter the building without a member of staff.
Parking
We have received serious complaints from residents and parents regarding dangerous driving and
parking on the roads surrounding the school site. We would like to take this opportunity to remind
you of the Highway Code to ensure the safety of children and the general public. Local community
officers are being notified of the parking issues particularly around Faulkner Way.
A REMINDER THAT NO PARKING IS PERMITTED ACROSS THE ENTIRE SCHOOL SITE. YOU SHOULD NOT
BE DROPPING YOUR CHILD OFF BY CAR WITHIN THE SCHOOL GROUNDS. THIS WILL BE MONITORED
ACROSS THE WHOLE SITE.
Absence Line
The Office is open between 8.30 and 4.00. If you need to leave a message outside of these hours,
please leave your message on the absence line option 1.
Communications via Email
Having reviewed the email communication in school, we have created for PARENTS ONLY a dedicated
email address. From Monday 26th November 2018, please use enquiries@thedownleyschool.co.uk.
You should receive automatic response to your email. We will respond to emails within five days
unless it is urgent.

Stars of the Week
KS1 Celebration Assembly 7th December – Stars of the Week
1H
1P
2K
2R
3R
3KR

Rebecca, William
Emily, Evin
Skyle, Milla
Ella-Louise, Esme
Tom, Dean
Jack, Luke

KS2 Celebration Assembly 14th December – Stars of the Week
4F
4B
5G
5JR
6LT
6S

Elise, Naomi
Kalina, Lydia
Wei, Nyiema
Joel, Millie
Faye, Jacob
Chloe, Ishan

Golden Ticket Winners
Friday 7th December was – Jack – 1P
&
th
Friday 14 December was – Wi Jet - 5G

Attendance
Our attendance target is to reach 96.5% attendance for the year.
Our attendance to date is 96.87%

Weekly Attendance Report for w/c 10th December 2018
Class
RO
1H
2K
3KR
4B
5G
6L

% Attendance
94.67%
95.86%
96%
97.59%
98.33%
93.33%
96.33%

Class
RBT
1P
2R
3R
4F
5JR
6S

% Attendance
94.67%
98.67%
97.59%
96.48%
98.33%
96.33%
96.07%

Well done to 1P for your 98.67% attendance.

Weekly Attendance Report for w/c 17th December 2018
Class
RO
1H
2K
3KR
4B
5G
6L

% Attendance
90.56%
91.95%
94.44%
98.28%
96.67%
90%
95%

Class
RBT
1P
2R
3R
4F
5JR
6S

% Attendance
96.67%
92.22%
90.80%
91.76%
94.44%
92.78%
92.26%

Well done to 3kr for your 98.28 % attendance.

The Downley School
Events that parents may attend are in blue.
2019

January
Thursday 24th January
February
Monday 18th – Friday 22nd
February
Wednesday 27th FebruaryFriday 1st March
March
Thursday 7th March
April
Monday 8th – Friday 19th April
Monday 22th April
Tuesday 23rd April
Wednesday 24th April

Note : Some dates are provisional and subject to change.

Year 6 Residential Trip Information Evening
Half Term
Book Fair

World Book Day
Easter Break
Bank Holiday
Inset Day
Start of Term

6.00 – 7.00

